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MS. SONYA GHANDY MEHTA
FROM THE SCHOOL DIRECTOR'S DESK

My dear Pathwaysians,
The first month of the New Year & that of a new Semester brought with it, a welcoming & joyous news
announcing that Schools could re-open for Academic Staff & Students of MYP4 to DP2. Kudos to the
Administrative Team for working thoroughly on the Protocols ensuring a safe & healthy work
environment for the entire PWS Team comprising of Students, Staff as well as Support Staff. Though the
turn-out of Students will continue to pick up as Parents begin to gain confidence that the School is a
safe workplace to be in, seeing some Students & the entire Teaching Staff Community back on Campus
was reassuring & heartening. The Campus that seemed to only bloom with a range of colourful flower
beds, is now also thriving with the hustle bustle of Students around.
While the whole of Primary School & Students of MYP1 to MYP3 continued with their online teaching –
learning journey, Students of MYP5 took their Trials; and Students of MYP4, DP1 & DP2 began their
physical contact classes after a long gap of 10-months. I am proud to inform you that the challenging
task of a hybrid teaching model, a first-time experience for the entire Team, is being very well managed
by the Principals & their extremely able Team.
The new Semester brings with it focus on academic rigour & a whole lot of Events, details of which will
be shared with you along the way. I hope to have a healthy & successful 2nd Semester of the Academic
Year 2020 – 2021!
Best wishes,
Sonya Ghandy Mehta
School Director
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Astrophile - Asteroid Search Campaign
In December 2020, 5 teams of students from MYP 4 and 5 participated in a 4 week-long Astrophile: Asteroid
Search Campaign, organized by Astrophile Education Services under the mentor-ship of Mr. Sneh Kesari, an
expert in Astronomy research Education in India.
The students worked on real-time astronomical data observed by the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid
Response System (a telescope located in Hawaii with a powerful 1.4 gigapixel camera. They received data from
collaborators in charge of the sky-survey program and then analyzed it using an extremely powerful software
known as Astrometrica to find new asteroids.
The team “Infamous Centauri” discovered a new asteroid near the orbit of Mars. The students found this
asteroid by measuring the brightness of nearby stars and galaxies and subtracting them from the background
to leave away any moving object in a set of images. The asteroid was a brand-new discovery and has been
named "P119HDg" and will take an additional 5 years to calculate its orbit and path. It will also take another
three to four months to confirm the discovery by other observatories to give it the status of a provisional
discovery.
Team “The Infamous Centauri”: Vibhuti Kushwaha, Maanini Mukherjee, Namr Rohatgi, Sumer Gupta, and
Pranay Jain.
Team “Asteroid Hunters”: Kaashvi Khurana, Shreya Sahai Bhatnagar, Armaan Gupta, and Maanya Saluja.
Team “Astroverts”: Krish Jindal, Zayed Arshad, Prerak Bhatia, Hriday Goyal.
Team “PWSA”: Neilabhrr Bansal, Saumya Jain, and Charuta Kumar.
Team “Polus”: Nandini Bhandari
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Pulse Assembly
A P.U.L.S.E. session was held on 18th
January with students of MYP 1, MYP 2 and
MYP 3 with an aim to understand the
perspective of the students owing to the
Pandemic, and help them to bounce back
by believing in their immense potential.
The last year had been quite uncertain- full
of challenges and learning for all, especially
for the young students.
The objective of Well-Being Team’s session
was to help students reflect on their
thoughts and feelings. The students
participated enthusiastically in various
activities organised by the Well-Being Team
to identify and overcome various barriers.

Parent Information Session: PYP Exhibition
An interactive session to connect with the parents and apprise them about the way-forward for the
PYP Exhibition was conducted online on 22nd January.
An open platform to connect and get clarity about the Exhibition and the roles and expectations
from various stakeholders, the session saw a large percentage of PYP5 Parent community in
attendance with the aim of supporting their children through the Exhibition process.
The parents were familiarized with the significance of the Exhibition in the life of a PYP student
and what it entails. They were also made aware about the mentors and the experts who will guide
the mentees through this collaborative inquiry. The process of the Exhibition was emphasized
along with the sustainable nature of the presentations.
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6th Isfandyar Bukhari International RS Declamation Forum
Two students of MYP4, Julian Sadana and Aditya Pratap Mahajan represented the School in the 6th
Isfandyar Bukhari International RS Declamation Forum organized by Cadet College Hasanabdal on
23 January.
There were 32 speakers from 16 participating schools who gave strong and insightful speeches on
various topics.The event was a massive success owing to the novel and insightful ideas presented by
each speaker. This was indeed a huge opportunity to improve speaking, research and time
management skills as well as a great learning experience for all the speakers who participated.

Beacon Academy Model United Nations (BAMUN)
7 students from the Middle School participated in the second annual Beacon Academy Model
United Nations (BA’MUN) which was held from 23rd to 24th of January. This virtual event had
participants from various schools from different countries, including Argentina, U.S.A and Russia,
besides Indonesia and India. The theme for this conference was ‘Catalyzing Change’.
Yasha Jain and Tvisha Gulati of MYP-3 received Honourable Mentions, whereas Riya Goyal of MYP-3
received a Verbal Mention. Kaashvi Khurana of MYP-4 also received an Honourable Mention.
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Republic Day 'Virtual' Celebrations
Even though Republic Day could not be celebrated physically in school, the virtual Republic Day celebrations
held during the FT lesson time were full of enthusiasm and eager participation from the students. They enjoyed
mesmerizing videos of dance and music performances collated by the respective department and participated
in various engaging activities like quiz, poster-making and discussions on this national event.

Poster created by
Aryaman Bisht, DP1

Kyna Sharma DP1 shared a certificate she
received by participating in a Quiz organised by
the Ministry of Defence.

Press the image to view the
captivating dance performance by
DP students
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Thinking Through Films - Social, Cultural and Political Cross Border Awareness Project
The History for Peace, an initiative of the Seagull Foundation for the Arts has facilitated a Social, Cultural and
Political Cross Border Awareness Programme through the medium of films. Social, Cultural and Political Crossborder Awareness Project uses films to encourage nuanced, meaningful engagement with varying facets of
migration. Using a curated pool of fun, age-appropriate films, the project aims to spark discussions towards the
overall objective of bringing awareness to help build peaceful and resilient societies that embrace the oneness of
humankind.
A group of 30 students from PYP4 and 5 are registered for the project which began in December and will
continue up to mid February. Using fun age-appropriate films to spark discussions, the project entails 8 weekly
sessions of 90 minutes each. This project offers opportunities for the students to explore global concerns
including the environment, peace and conflicts, rights and responsibilities, migration and displacement, and
governance across a variety of geographical and cultural dimensions.

For updates and further information press HERE
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Congratulations to Adhrit Ranjan
DP1 for achieving a 3rd position
among 300 contestants in a video
blogging contest launched by the
Ministry of AYUSH to facilitate
awareness about the Ayush system
of medicines and treatment and
following a healthy lifestyle.

Click HERE for the video of his
participation.

Arushi Pant, DP1 presented ‘Tunes for a Cause’ an
online concert on 29th January.
The concert
comprised of 4 songs that she had chosen, addressing
the issues in the prevalent time, and giving a message
of not losing hope.

Click HERE to listen to one of the songs sung
by Arushi during her online concert on 29th
January!

Trained in Western Classical Music from the age of 5
Arushi got into a Broadway Musical Company based in
Washington DC and has racked up a myriad of awards
with the power of her voice. Arushi Pant performed
contrasting pieces that had touching lyrics, ranging
from the famous western classical piece Edelweiss,
from the movie Sound of music to a rock- n- role
version of Adele’s Skyfall!

Kudos to Dhruva Jindal MYP4 for his
innovation and design of a 3-in-1 device which
dispenses sanitizer, scans temperature, and
sends notifications and message alerts to the
authorities about a nearby person with fever.

This is a 3 in 1 device which dispenses sanitizer,
scans temperature and send notifications.
Whereas the usual sanitizer requires a touch to
dispense, increasing the chances of contacting
transmission, this device uses a sensor to
detect a hand and dispenses sanitizer. In
addition to that, it can be used for mass
screening at public places as well. It has an
inbuilt
temperature
scanner
to
scan
temperature and indicate it with various
colored LEDs. It is loaded with various features
like triggering of a buzzer, sending of
automated emails to the authorities and even
placing a phone call with a prerecorded
message to alert and inform the authorities
and nearby people if a person has fever.

Click below for the video of him
explaining his innovation!
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Kudos to The Altruistic Four - Dhriti Pasrija, Riya Goyal, Prapti Agrawal and Ashhwika Soni of MYP3 for their
noteworthy endeavors to raise funds for the ‘Dream Girl Foundation’ NGO. Their latest initiative is an online
Zumba & Arts Workshop on held on Saturday, 23rd January. The workshops were successfully conducted and
included a lot of fun and enjoyable elements. the funds raised will help support the underprivileged children in
bringing about a positive change in their lives
Their selfless actions are noteworthy and have made the School extremely proud of them!

Ashhwika

Dhriti

Prapti

Riya

Prithvi Pande MYP3 has created podcast series to discuss the issues pertinent in
today’s world such as advancement of information and technology, climate change,
deforestation etc. He has displayed expertise and confidence in interviewing his
guests while sharing his own thoughts and perception. Congratulations Privthi for
this wonderful initiative as well as giving your fellow Pathwaysians an opportunity to
share their thoughts too as interviewees.

Click HERE to listen to one of this Podcasts
Jaden Pariat @ 2020 FMSCI Rotax Max National Championship
From 25th December to 15th January,
Jaden Rahman Pariat, MYP3 participated
in the 2020 FMSCI Rotax Max National
Championship organized by ‘MSport’, a
renowned auto-racing team, at the Meco
Kartopia track, in the outskirts of
Bangalore. There was a total of 4 races in
the tournament.

We at Pathways are super proud of his
tremendous effort and grit!

Jaden began his race from the 9th
position and fought his way to reach the
4th position by the end of the race. During
the race, he met with an accident and
injured his knees and feet, his engine also
caught fire which caused him to restart
from the 11th position. Despite the several
challenges and obstacles Jaden made his
way back in the tournament and reached
the 4th position.
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On 13th January, Pathways World School welcomed their boarders back to the School in the physical space. It
was no less than an event, celebrated by the Residence Parents! It is indeed an exciting time for the students
and teachers as well as crucial to enhance the learning opportunities, both during and after this transition.

Following the return back to the Boarding, an icebreaker session was held on 15th January to welcome the
boarders again and encourage thems to interact with each other in a team building session. The Boarders
enjoyed a game of badminton in Danube Garden.

.Parantha Night is another
memorable event that the
Boarders enjoy along with
their friends. To add to the joy
of the Boarders who had just
returned
back
to
the
Residences, a Paratha Night
was organised with a game
of Tambola on 16th January.
Bonfire added warmth to
the evening.

Earlier in the evening the Tuck Shop
was also opened specially for them.
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Glimpses to some fun moments!
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Republic Day celebrations were held in the School on 26th January with a lot of enthusiasm and joy among
the Boarders, Residence Parents, Staff on Campus and Support Staff. After the proud moment of Flag
hoisting and inspiring words by the School Director, Ms. Sonya Ghandy Mehta, Boarders enjoyed the activities
that were organised for them to understand the significance of the day! The Boarders who are at home also
joined in the celebrations virtually.
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Creativity of our young Boarders!

